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anyway, youre probably wondering what all the fuss is about. and its not like this is the only
movie to have been remade. its not even like this is the only movie to have had a sequel, or
the only movie to have been remade after having been remade. but this is the first time that
a martial arts movie has been remade with an american leading man, even if its just for a
measly 15 minutes. and if youre going to get this movie, then it should be to see it in english,
which is something that the movies done in hong kong have already done. so if youre going
to see it, then its time to do so, so you can experience the full version. movies are getting
remade all the time, and while its never really a good idea to get too upset over it, theres
nothing stopping you from seeing the original if that one is your kind of thing. or if you love
the movie, you can see the american version. ip man 4: the final fight is one of the most
faithful film adaptations of a wing chun movie that i have ever seen. while ip man is more a
part of the movies legacy than the real life ip man, this movie still gives a very authentic
portrayal of wing chun. the movie (and ip man) is not about ip man the man, but ip man the
legend. he is not a romantic hero, or a kung fu movie father figure, but a man of many layers,
and when played by the right actor, very compelling. wing chun kung fu movies are well
known for having high action and over the top fight scenes, but this movie is all about the
philosophy of wing chun. if you are looking for the blockbuster action in a wing chun movie,
this is not the one for you. you will not find a fight scene here. what you will find is a movie
about wing chun philosophy and how to live it. the one rule that ip man taught his students
was to be a better man in all aspects of life. if you are serious about wanting to learn wing
chun or you are a wing chun practitioner looking to add a new concept to your wing chun, this
movie is the one for you.
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and thats even before the movie starts. this is the trailer for the original and the violence
looks about the same. in fact, the only difference is that its the first few seconds of the

original trailer. but just like the original, this one is also directed by hans zimmer and has the
same score by danny elfman. and while theres some cgi added in here and there, its not the

extent of the game of death trailer. but while theres no real explanation as to why this is
being made, the fact that it is being made tells you that there must be some fan demand for
it. and if the numbers are any indication, this is going to be a much bigger hit than the first

one. ip man 4 made $5.5 million on opening weekend, and a total of $20.9 million at the box
office. and its already the 3rd highest grossing release in china, and its only one of the four ip

man movies that hasnt already been remade. so even if youve never seen the movie, you
probably already know the plot. and if youve seen the original, then you know the movie has
already been remade twice in china, and that its a hong kong martial arts movie. and while i
like the first movie a lot, this version looks to be a bit more authentic than the two chinese

versions. the original is more like a movie from the 60s, with the characters mostly dressed in
traditional attire, which is easily recognizable. this one looks much more like a movie that

could be made in the 80s or 90s, which is when all of the ip man movies take place.
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